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The number of biological databases has been increasing rapidly as a result of progress in
biotechnology. As the amount and heterogeneity of biological data increase, it becomes more
difficult to manage the data in a few centralized databases. Moreover, the number of sites
storing these databases is getting larger, and the geographic distribution of these databases
has become wider. In addition, biological research tends to require a large amount of com-
putational resources, i.e., a large number of computing nodes. As such, the computational
demand has been increasing with the rapid progress of biological research. Thus, the de-
velopment of methods that enable computing nodes to use such widely-distributed database
sites effectively is desired. In this paper, we propose a method for providing data from the
database sites to computing nodes. Since it is difficult to decide which program runs on a
node and which data are requested as their inputs in advance, we have introduced the notion
of “data-staging” in the proposed method. Data-staging dynamically searches for the input
data from the database sites and transfers the input data to the node where the program
runs. We have developed a prototype system with data-staging using grid middleware. The
effectiveness of the prototype system is demonstrated by measurement of the execution time
of similarity search of several-hundred gene sequences against 527 prokaryotic genome data.

1. Introduction

Biological science has been rapidly expand-
ing as a result of advances in information sci-
ence and technology. Bioinformatics has solved
biological science problems using information
technology and has contributed to bio-related
sciences, such as medical science, pharmaceuti-
cal science, chemical biology, and agricultural
biology. In addition, bio-related databases are
generally used in bioinformatics studies. For ex-
ample, in drug discovery, docking simulations
between drug-candidate compounds and tar-
get proteins use many bio-related databases,
such as databases having protein structures and
functions, compound structures, and drug data.
These data are mainly stored in databases and
are publicly available through the Internet.
GenBank 1), EMBL 2) and DDBJ 3) are three
such genome and gene sequence databases.
Several other biological databases also con-
tain specific biological data. For example,
PDB 4) contains protein structure information,
ChEBI 5) and PubChem 6) contain compound
structures, OMIM 7) contains disease informa-
tion, Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 8) con-
tains gene expression profiles, KEGG 9) con-
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tains metabolic pathways, and PubMed 10) and
MEDLINE 11) contain publication data in the
area of life science.

Usage of bioinformatics tools using databases
has been complicated by the fact that the num-
ber of databases and classes of databases has
increased rapidly due to the progress of biotech-
nology. To tackle this problem, major database
sites have developed keyword-based database-
integration. Entrez 12) has been developed to
search entire databases, such as genome and
protein sequences, structures and their publica-
tion data via the web interface. Keyword-based
integration is very powerful, but is insufficient
for analysis with customizable parameters, such
as sequence similarity search. Researchers of-
ten need to analyze the data on these databases
with specific conditional parameters. Moreover,
they often need to combine the public data and
their own data, and often need to use the tool
they developed. However, most database sites
provide services not for analyses customizable
by individual researchers but for general ones.

Web services also have been provided by ma-
jor bio-related database sites. It is one of the
network technologies that offer application pro-
gram interface (API) as a method to access re-
mote hosts. Researchers are able to analyze
with customizable parameters via web services.
However, the web services only handle a pre-
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defined set of the databases and cannot handle
their subset demanded by individual researches.

A possible solution to satisfy both customiz-
able conditional parameters and desirable sub-
set for individual researches is the mirroring of
the whole databases from the database sites to
individual users’ environment. Mirroring is one
of the distributed computing techniques that
transfers database files to computational re-
sources. However this approach also has a seri-
ous problem that is incremental update of the
bio-related databases having increasing growth.
Since the amount of bio-related data has been
increasing rapidly now on, mirrored hosts re-
quire unrealistic storage volume (i.e., as much
as or more than the amount of a database site
requires).

To cope with the problem, we propose
a distributed-processing system using data-
staging technique. Data-staging is a distributed
computing technology that provides a method
of automatically transferring files before execut-
ing a job. Data-staging is technology to for-
ward necessary files to a computing node when
the files are needed, which allows a user to
forgo file management. Data-staging does not
cause a problem with respect to updating of
the database because the latest database is for-
warded directly from the database site.

In this paper, we have developed a proto-
type system with data-staging to handle a large
number of databases, which allows researchers
to access data of interest and to benefit from the
computational resources of distributed technol-
ogy. This paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents background along with an example
of protein-protein interaction network research,
which requires heavy computational power and
a significant amount of input data. We then
describe the technical issues involved in the use
of bioinformatics tools. Section 3 describes the
construction of the prototype system with data-
staging for a large number of databases. In Sec-
tion 4, future issues and research directions to
achieve the goal of the present research are dis-
cussed. Finally, Section 5 concludes our paper.

2. Background and Technical Issues

In this section, we first describe the back-
ground and motivation of our study. Then
we describe the important technical issues that
form the basis of the execution environment for
bioinformatics tools with handling of data files.

2.1 Background and Motivation
Researchers need to use various bio-related

databases. For example, some researchers in-
vestigate whether gene functions in certain or-
ganisms are also observed in other organisms.
In the protein-protein interaction network anal-
ysis of Escherichia coli 13), a large number of
BLAST 14) searches of 148 complete genomes
were conducted using the sequences of the E.
coli proteins corresponding to highly-connected
nodes (hubs) in the network. The results of
this analysis revealed that the hub proteins are
highly conserved in more than 125 genomes and
that the connectivity of proteins in the net-
work is positively correlated with the number of
genomes. Another example is that orthologue
and paralogoue identification often need to con-
duct genome-by-genome sequence comparisons
for the bidirectional best-hit analysis 15). Thus,
a general framework for a large number of anal-
yses using several databases is needed.

The current services provided by genome
database sites make such large-scale analyses
difficult. For example, if BLAST is executed on
a mixed database that includes several genome
sequences, the results of the search may omit
low-score sequences due to the cutoff setting. In
general, such analyses must be conducted on in-
dividual sequences because the analysis may in-
clude a gene-finding process and the parameters
of sequence searches must be selected genome
by genome.

Thus, researchers have greedy requirement
that is brought to realization of a user-
customizable and high performance analysis en-
vironment. Distributed computing is brought
to realization of high performance environment
for bioinformatics. However, it still has the is-
sue of data placement. Our study is an attempt
to construct a high-efficiency bioinformatics ex-
ecution environment using a distributed pro-
cessing for the above-described example.

2.2 Web Service
Bio-related database sites, such as NCBI,

DDBJ, and KEGG, provide analysis services
and databases via the Internet. These sites
have developed analysis interfaces that can be
accessed by remote computers via web ser-
vices 16). The notion of web services is a stan-
dardized way of integrating web-based applica-
tions using Web Service Description Language
(WSDL). A user can access to a web service
site using the protocol and parameters within
WSDL. Bio-related database analysis via web
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services contributes to bioscience by offering an
analysis environment and the latest bio-related
databases. However, the web services only han-
dle a pre-defined set of the databases and can-
not handle their subset demanded by individ-
ual researches. It means that web services can-
not achieve the requirement by combined sub-
set database by each of researchers. Therefore,
researchers who want to perform customizable
analyses must build an analysis environment
without depending on the web services alone.

2.3 Mirroring
Mirroring is a technology that creates a back-

up file at a distributed location. Mirroring syn-
chronizes master files and their backup files.
One typical implementation is rsync 17), which
provides a synchronized file and transfers only
incremental update over the Internet. For ex-
ample, the Bio-mirror project 18) aims to avoid
excessive loads of file transfers from database
sites. However this approach also has a seri-
ous problem of increasing growth of incremen-
tal update of the bio-related databases. Since
the amount of bio-related databases has been
increasing rapidly, mirrored hosts need to have
very large storage comparable to the database
sites.

2.4 Data-Staging
As described in the previous sections, data-

intensive analysis for bioscience has been un-
achievable based on limitations related to the
use of web service or mirroring. Web service or
mirroring cannot provide update file manage-
ment with user-customizable analysis environ-
ments. On the other hand, data-staging is a
data-management technique in the field of dis-
tributed computing that enables both update
file management and user-customizable analysis
environments 19). Data-staging usually trans-
fers files related to the target job automati-
cally before and after the job is executed. A
transfer before a job is executed is called stage-
in, and a transfer after a job is executed is
called stage-out. Stage-in transfers necessary
files from other nodes to a job submitted to a
computing node. Stage-out transfers any files
(i.e., result files) from a computing node to a
user client or other nodes. Those files are then
removed from the computing node when the job
is finished. Thus, the data-staging technique
enables the researcher to access the latest data
files. Data-staging is most suitable for data-
intensive analysis using a large number of bio-
related databases. Therefore, we attempt to

build a data-intensive analysis environment for
bioinformatics using recent distributed comput-
ing technology.

3. Design and Implementation

We have developed a prototype system based
on distributed computing with data-staging in
a grid environment for data-intensive bioinfor-
matics tools. Grid computing technology 20) is
used for the management of computational and
storage resources, which has become a stan-
dard architecture for distributed computing on
wide-area networks. The Globus Toolkit 21)

is becoming a de-facto standard implementa-
tion for grid computing. Various grid middle-
ware and several grid components are avail-
able for grid solutions based on the Globus
Toolkit that address the requirements of new
grid projects 22)–24). The Globus Toolkit pro-
vides fundamental services and component li-
braries, such as a security infrastructure (GSI),
a secure login shell (GSI–SSH), and a file trans-
fer protocol (GridFTP) 25).

Figure 1 is an overview of the software con-
figuration of the prototype system. We have
installed Globus Toolkit 4.0.5 with GSI–SSH
and GridFTP on all nodes of the prototype
system. The prototype system has three im-
portant nodes: the scheduler node, computing
nodes, and the database node. Figure 2 shows
how these work in the prototype system. In
Fig. 2, the shaded regions indicate the compo-
nents we have implemented. The term “job” in-
dicates an executable command-line tool. The
job scheduler chooses one computer to execute
each requested job from the computing node.

The proposed system uses the request de-
scription file for describing job information.
Our system regards each attribute in the re-
quest description file as parameters to control
the behavior of one or more tools. When the
user writes details of job set in this file and re-
quests job set by submitting the file to the sys-
tem, the job scheduler receives and parses the
file. Then, target database files are transferred
to the available computing node by stage-in.
Figure 3 shows an example of a request de-
scription file for executing a BLAST program
against a bacterial genome sequence (Helicobac-
ter pylori 26695).

The steps of the job execution are as fol-
lows (see Fig. 2): (1) A user requests a set of
jobs (hereafter, job set) using a command-line
tool with a request description file with the tar-
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Fig. 1 Middleware composition.

Fig. 2 Details of the system architecture.

get database names. A user can write the job
set as the details of several jobs in the request
description file. (2) The job scheduler assigns a
computing node to each database by requesting
the node chooser for choosing a computing node
and an input data file for the requested job.
(3) The node chooser checks which computer is
available or not via the value of status service.
It returns the current status of the computing
node e.g., the load average and the usable stor-
age volume. (4) If the computing node does not
have database files, the job scheduler requests

to stage-in the files via GridFTP. (5) The node
executes the requested job. (6) The job sched-
uler requests to stage-out result files from the
computing node. (7) Finally, when every job of
the requested job set is finished, the job sched-
uler notifies the user of that the job set is fin-
ished.

4. Evaluation and Discussion

We developed a prototype system in the local
area environment shown in Fig. 4. As an ex-
ample of biological analysis, we performed the
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<jobset>
<job>
<executable>/opt/blast-2.2.16/bin/blastall</executable>
<directory>{$GLOBUS USER HOME}</directory>
<database>Helicobacter pylori 26695</database>
<inputfile>/opt/blastdb/test1.aa.txt</inputfile>
<argument>-p</argument>
<argument>blastp</argument>

</executable>
</job>
<job> · · · </job>
· · ·
</jobset>

Fig. 3 Request description file.

Fig. 4 Experimental environment.

Table 1 Execution time for all submitted jobs.

Execution Time
Six nodes with the prototype system 50m49.7 s

Single node without the prototype system 3h25m58.0 s

BLAST analysis described in Section 2.1 using
a large amount of genome data (527 prokaryotic
genomes) on six computing nodes. One node
consists of a Pentium 4 (2.4GHz) CPU, 4 GB
of memory, and a 480–GB disk; and each of the
other five nodes consists of a Xeon (2.0 GHz)
CPU, 4 GB of memory, and a 1–TB disk. Red
Hat Linux is installed on these six nodes. As
the query of the search, we used a multi–FASTA
format sequence data of 897 E. coli gene se-
quences, as described in Ref. 13). We also con-
ducted the same searches on a single node with-
out the proposed distributed-processing system
and measured the resulting execution time.

Table 1 shows the results. The execution
time using six nodes does not show a six-fold
performance compared to the single node re-
sult. This is due to the overhead of submitting
527 jobs via GSI–SSH. Since GSI–SSH sim-
ply submits a job to a computing node, the
overhead caused by distributed computing was

within the allowable range. In addition, the
prototype system is shown to enable researchers
to submit several jobs to any computer node us-
ing data-staging on the grid environment.

However, there are two implementation is-
sues to be addressed. First, the prototype sys-
tem has a problem in indicating the data set
demanded by individual users. It is difficult
to identify such data set and to describe its
location and file name in the request descrip-
tion file. We consider that a grid-wide name
service is necessary for solving this problem.
Secondly, for re-using files, it is necessary to
check whether or not the files are updated at
the database sites where the files are originally
located. Since the number of files in bio-related
databases is very large, it is not easy to identify
which file is to be updated. Although every file
in bio-related databases eventually needs to be
checked for their updates, naive checks for the
update of every file increase network traffic. We
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consider that there is a trade-off between the
size of the files to be transferred and the fre-
quency to check their updates. This problem
should be solved by a scheduler with considera-
tion by calculating a total cost and an overhead
of check of updates.

5. Conclusion

This paper describes a distributed-processing
system for bioinformatics tools using data-
staging and grid computing. The system is
particularly useful since it enables researchers
to provide customizable conditional parameters
for the execution of the tools and to use specific
data set they demanded.
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